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OPENING SCENE
Megastar sits in a white suit and killer heels, perched on a
plush chaise lounge in an expensive boutique hotel room in
leafy Wiltshire. Her merchandise is spread strategically on a
crystal coffee table in front of her. The camera equipment is
set up pointed at the chaise and the media crew bustle around.
Megastar is asking her assistant how she looks, she’s wearing
heavy makeup, thick fake lashes and long hair extensions.
There is an air of enthusiasm, excitement and anticipation
for Megastar’s first tell all celebrity interview and voice
over for her new reality TV series #mylife. Megastar and the
interviewer greet each other with air kisses before Megastar’s
smiles drop and she shouts demands at her assistant to retouch
her make up. Megastar sits, her french manicured hands resting
on her tight white trousers. She stares directly into the
camera with wide open inviting eyes and a slight pout. The
interview begins.
MEGASTAR
I’m so glad I have got the chance to put my story out
there. There is so much written about me in the press.
This is my time to tell you my side of the story.
INTERVIEWER
Describe the Megastar phenomenon?
MEGASTAR
Cos I’m awesome!? ...hashtag jokes! No...well... I’m a
small town girl with swagger. Some of us are made to do
this and some of us are just good at it, that’s me! It’s
totes my calling. My family taught me to ‘rock the frock’.
I have always shown princess potential. If you want a
wedding dress and have a party... you do it! Don’t wait
for a man! My Mum’s like dance always and have fun! End
of the day I’ve been bought up to own my own unique party
style and sass! I was taught fun is fierce! My family are
uber fun. I feel like coming from Trow Vegas has helped
me stand out, as I’m kinda like a representative for all

girls out there from boring towns. I’ve like nailed a
niche market. It’s all about timing, there was a place in
the market a small town girl and I’m a sensation aren’t
I - I am trending now it’s gone cray cray. I OWN the high
street honey ‘look book’. People relate to me! I’m just
being me. I have kinda re-shaped the mould – taken the
cake outa the tradish tin and baked it in my own brand.
Like my music video coming out soon - I lip sync, I don’t
sing. Singing is like the middle man. Who needs it! Fire
the middle man “You’re Fired” (points finger). My latest
lip sync YouTube channel gets thousands of hits per day!
I know what works. I bring it! The industry is not about
content but style, I’m not stupid, I’m all over that! It
doesn’t bother me as I got heaps of style - hashtag just
saying!
INTERVIEWER
It’s quite well documented that one of your great early
influences was your Grandmother, who you called Gog’s. In
what way has her example affected you?
MEGASTAR
She TOTES groomed for celebrity, gave me my glamour
training. She was the original family celebrity, hanging
out with film stars like Vivien and Larry back in the day…
‘The Olives’ (in joke) Gogs had the swagger and she got
men interested and with men came money and minks… ‘be a
minx in the minks!’ I don’t have that luxury here I need
to make my own dollar. I set about working on my charisma
as far as I can see that can get you places. It was like
a sort of apprenticeship, like being groomed for stardom
and learning from the master. It’s like we are all a bit
bonkers in our family, like the Kardashian’s, well OTT
and all that, so it came naturally to me. Of course there
had to be updates. It’s SO not the 1940’s now, like, no
Twitter back then to build your following and keep them
filled in, but the principles are the same. Keeping your
face in the frame - BOOM! Times are different now you
can’t sashay in minks you gotta get those selfies on the
go, you gotta hashtag them up. You gotta have a broad

reach be an entrepreneur. I have just launched a dating
website ‘plenty of pugs’, a clothing range a baby range,
and a pet range. You need star quality to sell and I
have it I have a unique quality, I’m like childlike but
really wise, and I’m real – I’m too real. My Gogs was the
ultimate party girl I know she’s approving of my antics.
INTERVIEWER
Some years ago you had a birthday party where you put your
glamour training to the test. Talk us through that and the
effect it had?
MEGASTAR
Some years ago cheeky! That was my 30th only a few years
ago. That was a pivotal limo ride for me a ‘piv-mo’. That
was the start of the confident, powerful me celebrating
myself in style - the way I thought my Gran would have
approved of. I call it the megastar party (partay) I put
the ‘ay’ in part-ay HOLLER! Anyways…the megastar partay
let me break it down for you! It’s a well themed affair
and no one minds me being centre of attention, cos its not
like I’m stealing it its like they want me to be in it!
You know, family and friends are the most important, well
I’m the most important but they come a close second and
like they love to party as much as me, so we got limo’d
up and cracked on into Bath to get our crunk on. What was
really great about that night was that like everyone had
as much fun as me - you could tell! They’ve come to me
since saying things like ‘Meg, that night - OMG! Did we
have fun or what?’ Friends and family love me. They’re
rooting for me.
INTERVIEWER
How would you describe the Megastar phenomena as you are
currently globally trending?

MEGASTAR
That’s nice to call me a phenomena, I mean its true, but
that’s nice of you to acknowledge it WORD! It’s not just
one thing about me its many little things that when you
add them all together you get a star. I have a childlike
quality, which makes me relatable yer get me? Youth
sells doesn’t it? You gotta hang onto it for as long as
possible. I have a signature trout pout – my dad was like
why do you pull that face in all pictures and I’m like dad
ease up its on trend you douche! – It’s all about being on
trend ya know selfies and all that, I’m a selfie pro “No
Vain No Gain’ is one of my social media signature sayings
– nail them selfies. It does get hard cos to get a good
selfies it can take time people don’t know the effort I
put in.
EPISODE 1 OF #MYLIFE
MEGASTAR INTRO TO #EP 1
MEGASTAR
On this episode of hashtag mylife I become a vixen in
Vegas, discover a whole ‘nother kind of winter special
(boys on the menu) and things become a tad jubes for the
Queens Jubilee.
LAS VEGAS QUESTIONS AND COMMENTARY
INTERVIEWER
You mentioned Las Vegas earlier. You were out there
recently recharging your glamour batteries. What inspires
you about the place?
MEGASTAR
I was out there on business. I was shot by Lucy Hamblin an
internationally renowned photographer. What a hook up …
HOLLER! She’s an old friend big in The States. She wanted
a model with swagger I wanted a renowned photographer –

lets do this hahstag how I roll! We ordered strippers and
I channelled a vibe of a ragingly disenchanted show girl.
A pissed off show pony I could relate – I get well peeved
in my fame paddock. Having to look hot is a full time job.
Its like dressage for peeps innit.
MEGASTAR COMMENTARY FOR VOICE OVERS:
MEGASTAR
Intro - Ah bless me in my chavvy like tracksuit. How did
you get hold of that – ooh look at me hair pre extensions
CRINGE!
Gambling - I’m really anti gambling - I don’t call if
someone isn’t bringing champagne it aint gambling - Boring
Girls - I noticed that I was getting beef with some local
girls obvs threatened. Aggro!
Singers - The Journey don’t stop believing – so amaze
because that’s the song I had in the limo on my 30th Katie
Price party
Spray Tan – It was not my usual tan! How can I crack
America if they cant even get my spray tan St Tropez – my
brand fantasy tans is rich and chocolatey –theirs was way
too light if I wanted that look I would have bathed in tea
bag – losers! Go hard or go home hashtag spray tan.
Kate - Do you hear that comment? Check her she’s such a
wanna-be pro hoe “get a proper job” How dare she! You get
these jumped up assistants in this industry. Who does she
think she is? I go back with Lucy that kind of bants is
for bezzers. Not her! I heard she didn’t make ill say no
more.
Neon Boneyard – The disenchanted show girl – a fierce
look! These are very editorial – showed me I really am
an all rounder actress, model, artist, entrepreneur. Wow
I’m so proud looking back at all this. Kinda emoshe the
journey I have been on. How far I have come how GOOD I am
at my job. I love my job.

INTERVIEWER
If you could sum up Vegas in three words?
MEGASTAR
It…worked…for…me (serious look to camera)
QUEENS DIAMOND JUBILEE QUESTIONS AND COMMENTARY
INTERVIEWER
You were the Trow Vegas royal correspondent tell us about
it?
MEGASTAR
I got special love for my royals. They do so much for this
country. I was looking for an opportunity for Trow Vegas
to witness my fitness, I got sass I got swagger just need
to shim shay it round the town. WELL the Royal Jubes,
that’s all about glamour and bling right? Totals my cup
of tea. All over it! K-Middy – love ya! That hair! That
smile!! I had already had a whole Royal Wedding with my
family and ex boyf at time – but this was my time to shine
single girl style. This was well my cup of currency. I
thought lets see what happens if I put my Royals Jubes out
there get the whole works Trow Vegas rising to the royal
occash. I’m well excites at this point! Trow got me down
I was so Trow Low – it was all a bit awks peeps hadn’t
really seen the jubes. Classic FAIL. Hashtag royally awks!
MEGASTAR COMMENTARY FOR VOICE OVERS:
MEGASTAR
Stone Foot - OMG the chiropodist foot lols Dad and them
toe nails – I like to bring a bit of sparkle to my environ
you know? I’m an artist I love a visual – I have visions.
I do not let obstacles get in my way , well not literally,
like one day I came home and there’s a fricken ginormo
concrete FOOT outside ya flat cos a bloody chiropodist has

moved in next door but whatevs… I’m a visionary – first
thing I though was LAME second thought ACCESORISE that bad
boy with flag toe nails for the Jubes! Owned! Make it your
own. HOLLER!
SK Fruits shop - Some peeps are so boring – these women
– they look up to me, admire me. Cute! I think that’s nice
for them me doing what they would like to. I’m like their
spokeswoman for fun. Hashtag inspiration.
Terri Tinkernails – Terri you’re hilare! It is DIAMOND
Jubes Terri lols “Golden Jubilee” – bless her heart it
aint gold jubes. She wont be doing my nails again.
Next Door Neighbours - In ‘ex-doorneighbours’ my ex next
door neighbours. Jo’s singing –Simon Cowell have a field
day that one don’t give up the day job.
Bin Bag Queen I’m all pro resourcefulness. We all gotta
use what’s around us sometimes you know. You gotta start
with what you got around you – I did that so I admire the
bin bag queen.
Kids - I’m an ambassador for my kids charity its called
‘yute entertainment’ As ambassador I’m giving kids the
chance for apprenticeships in my entertainment channel,
so I got rein in my rage, but if I’m honest kids rage me
hashtag annoying!
INTERVIEWER
Wasn’t there an issue with some of your comments on young
people online?
MEGASTAR
I may have said a couple in our scheme are talentless,
but I was just being me, just being honest. I was helping
them really! Probs shouldn’t have tweeted it to be fair.
But my god I need my down time, my release too! Can’t I
even tweet my own thoughts. Its Twitter not Question Time!
You’re meant to say whatevs you think! Anyways there’s no
further action being taken on those tweets they got taken
down. But I mean man! Can’t I EXPRESS myself – freedom of
speech? I’m still raging about this.

MEGASTAR COMMENTARY FOR VOICE OVERS CONTINUED…
MEGASTAR
Trowbridge - I hit an all time Trow Low – when I realised
no one had put the effort in to watch the Jubes. Taking
the piss. They were enjoying the day off at the kindness
of Queen Liz and no one had seen it! I think its sick,
sick as dog, hashtag corgie hashtag fail.
Entertainer - That entertainer – you cant argue with that
we all gotta make some dollar I am always down with a
fellow entrepreneur, for me I gotta pull in revenue from
any opps like my merchandising and perfume, the only
difference is his is some random puppets shows for kids
show and isn’t punch and Judy ode skool racist anyway?
Summary - Well it was less Diamond jubes more dubes –
dubious! I love the Queen she’s done so much for us and
she got out there on the gold boat gig waving – whose
grans would do that it looked knackering? Started to feel
Trow Vegas isn’t rising to my fame potench. You gotta rise
to the moment! You don’t always feel like partying but
sometimes you gotta grab the corgie by the lead and take
it for a walk - do you know what I mean! Bring it!
EPISODE 2 OF #MYLIFE
MEGASTAR INTRO TO #EP 2
MEGASTAR
On the this episode of hashtag mylife I face heartbreak on
the red carpet but get my full swagger on just in time for
the Trow Vegas carnival.
RED CARPET QUESTIONS AND COMMENTARY
INTERVIEWER
Your biopic about your grandmother was box office smash
tell me about that?

MEGASTAR
Yes its about us, so obvs gonna be a success. People cant
get enough of me and family. Sad time for us Gogs passing,
we’ve lost are top matriarch. The biopic was about the
friendship that I had as the chosen one for stardom as we
partied all over the world. I learned everything I know
about glamour from my gran.
MEGASTAR COMMENTARY FOR VOICE OVERS:
MEGASTAR
Kids - The public were in my way when planning event. I’m
trying to do my thing for them, bring them glamour and
pimp out the hall and I have their kids with trikes in my
face!
Youth – I got yute pulling power they are mesmerised
by me. I gave them an opportunity as part of yute
entertainment to be part of my gig. I took a risk on them
cos I believe that children are the future.
Dad – Dad was unsupportive and frankly aggressive!
My Date – OMG dull and lifeless date, no charisma. My date
was arranged by my management company, I could have picked
up better in the kebab shop
Mini-star - Mini-star was interviewer on the red carpet
her role was fashion police – I gave her first TV gig!
Trow Arts Organiser – Obvs Tracy course I am a star. I’m
not just a star I’m a fricken constellation. Trowbridge on
the map? I’m worldwide. Talk about stating the obvious.
Festival coordinator – Check out his cray cray psycadelic
tie! Blates thee only excitement going on there is his
tie.
Elvis - Elvis forgets his lines, Dulcie – gets her bum out
– in the mags the next day upstaged by an ass. Upstaged by
a burlesque bum what a cheek!
Guests - People said it was moving, emotional, lovely
– that’s just standard of course it was – I hope I have
a granddaughter make a film about me and archives my
awesomenous. I can only hope that someone does something
as wonderful for me as what I did for her.

TROW VEGAS CARNIVAL QUESTIONS AND COMMENTARY
INTERVIEWER
I hear you and Nicki Minaj have been exchanging tweets
about promoting your homelands through carnival?
MEGASTAR
Ye – my girl Nicki! Nicki said why don’t you hook Trow
Vegas up with the same swag as she did in her vid ‘Pound
The Alarm’ So Mini Star and I entered. Nicki’s vid takes
place in Port of Spain in her home-country of Trinidad
and Tobago and has a fierce festive carnival theme. Her
Minajesty does a little tourism promo of her island,
showing us its breath-taking awesomenous, rainforest,
cascades, the beach, the lot! I felt like I could do the
same for Trow Vegas. It didn’t go down how I expected Trow
Vegas can’t even afford it’s own floats only ones there
were from rival towns and we had to get a car!. I thought
it be glam but we were surrounded by an RIP caravan
conversion and some guy’s float that claimed we all had
good beavers!? Da fuck!?
MEGASTAR COMMENTARY FOR VOICE OVERS:
MEGASTAR
Last year’s carnival - I didn’t think it would take much
to nail a good carnival performance considering last years
featured poo! I mean serious! If you cant upstage a terd
you’re doing something wrong!
Contestants – Who was that blue Indian dude!? “23 years in
carnival” check him! Show off! Over confident. Talking
about seasons. Its not American next top model.
Kids - As ambassador for kids I cant support her. Carnival
babies – bit dodge!
Coming Last - Losing hmmm coming last da fuck!? Mum thinks
its funny but my career and my reputation are ruined.
Trow Vegas carnival what a hashtag ruiner. But I’m ok with
losing ill take the knocks like a pro.

EPISODE 3 OF #MYLIFE
MEGASTAR INTRO TO #EP 3
MEGASTAR
On this episode of hashtag mylife it’s all about Gold
FITessence and merch. All wise men follow this star. I
launch my very own signature scent and hold onto your
bonnets it’s only the Dickensian market …what da fuck!?
CHRISTMAS LIGHTS QUESTIONS AND COMMENTARY
INTERVIEWER
You have recently had some tweets taken down by the
Olympic committee can you explain the fiasco of the
Christmas lights?
MEGASTAR
Well let me shed some Christmas LIGHT on the situ! I’m
raging as I was upstaged by a fricken gymnast who turned
on the lights instead of ME? Errr Gym? Da Fuck!? Well we
all did that at junior school, get a real job like me –
move on grab yourself a crash matt cos your going down.
Hashtag pathetic.
MEGASTAR COMMENTARY FOR VOICE OVERS:
MEGASTAR
Backstage – No one made an effort to look good!
Francesca Interview – Team GB Inspiring next generation
(well I do actually) who does she think she is? She works
with kids 4yrs-19yr – well I have a kids range of clothing
for that age range and like THAT is helping them. I mean
no one cares about kids if they don’t look good!
Wayne Interview – Torch bearer Simon errr just a random
dude!? He walked it! I could have run it in heels.
Mayor – Trevor was preloading on the mulled wine – he was
wasted. Vom central

Welcome on to stage – I’m used to being centre stage, I
don’t share stage. If you wanna share the stage with me
get your realtor in baby – cos I aint moving. I was bored
by the time everyone got on. I was mortified sharing
stage. I got in the newspaper though.
INTERVIEWER
I heard it ended in personal tragedy can you tell me about
that?
MEGASTAR
So traj! Mum only goes and misses my debut and forgets I’m
megastar. How could she do that be there all I ask there
just be there. I do so much for my family.
L’EAU DE TROW PERFUME QUESTIONS AND COMMENTARY
INTERVIEWER
Your role as interviewer has really taken off which high
profile people have you interviewed lately?
MEGASTAR
High profile ones are probs peeps like Louise Robbins
inventor of L’eau De Trow. To be honest it was a good way
to suss out my perfume rival cos I was mid scent hunting
for my own scent!
MEGASTAR COMMENTARY FOR VOICE OVERS:
MEGASTAR
Louise - She’d only lived down here a few years! The
cheek. I’m the local girl star! Charlatan!
Scents - Fruity cheeky flirty girly? – well that aint
reflective of the girls here! Actually the girls are more
Sambuca and a hint of aggression
Perfume Box - Epic fail on the packaging (boring square)
Inspiration - If she’d ever been to the canal she would

know that if she was from here.
DICKENSIAN CHRISTMAS MARKET QUESTIONS AND COMMENTARY
INTERVIEWER
You tweeted that launch perfume legendary Trow Vegas
Christmas market? What went wrong?
MEGASTAR
What went wrong I mean what went right I was there
without epic fail on the production front and I turned up
surrounded by a bunch of losers in bonnets.
MEGASTAR COMMENTARY FOR VOICE OVERS:
MEGASTAR
Gorilla – interrupting the super fan shoots
Babies – Babies are my next generations of fans and I
like to keep my fan interaction personal and mum kept
interrupting my conversations with fans – my family are a
liability!
Dogs - I get asked to hold peoples dogs. Basics is as I
have pugstar my pug and a range of dog accessories peeps
think I love all dogs. But my pug I see more as colleague
he has his shit together and has his own trailer – my
dog has his own entourage these dog they don’t even wear
boots. Filthy! (shudders)
Gorilla warfare - What am I supposed to think!? I don’t
mean to paranoid but I feel that gorilla was sent by a
rival to violate my stall and disturbia my fans I mean I
have heard people talk about gorilla warfare and now have
experience it first hand!
Disappointment - Trow let me down getting upstaged by a
fricken gorilla – peeps said I was not in keeping with
theme – but what the hell was he? Its hard these gigs
trying to push your merch and be on show.

MEGASTAR CLOSING MONOLOGUE TO END THE INTERVIEW
MEGASTAR
You haven’t seen the last of me - like literally! I’m
just not done having my fun – that’s my prerogative! I
always speak my mind, I’m so passionate. I can’t tell you
how much I want this! My brand is going worldwide BELIEVE!
I want this SO badly, there’s no stopping me. I don’t feel
like I’ve showed everyone my true personality yet - I
have so much love to give! If I wanna keep on making my
mark I’m going to have to step it up. I’m going to have
to bring it! I gots ta bring my A-game. End of the day
this is me. I’m not trying to be someone else. This is
me if you don’t like it, step aside, step down from your
stilettos cos I ain’t changing. The only thing that’s
changing is my bank balance y’all. HOLLER! I’m not here to
make friends. You haven’t seen the best of me yet. I’m
like my girl Kelly Clarkson… I gotta take a risk, make a
change, and break away. (eyes well up) Welcome to #mylife!
FADE TO BLACK - END CREDITS.

